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QUESTION 1

Which two item descriptors are subtypes of a media item? 

A. Media-external 

B. Media-internal 

C. Media-internal-text 

D. Media-image 

Correct Answer: AC 

The media item includes a property named type that is used to specify the media sub-type of the item. 

The standard catalog includes three sub-types: 

media-external: This item type references a piece of content that is stored outside the database. The content can be
either be either a binary file or a text file. 

media-internal-binary: This item type can be used to store binary objects (such as images) in the catalog database. 

media-internal-text: This item type can be used to store text files (such as JSPs) in the catalog database. 

 

QUESTION 2

Assume that a versioned repository item in your application is not changed on the store serves hut is only changed on
the CA Server and published to the store server. 

Which caching mechanism should you choose for it on the store server? 

A. any of the CA-aware caching modes such as locked, distributed, or hybrid 

B. Locked Caching 

C. Immutable Item Caching 

D. Simple Caching 

E. No caching is necessary. Database will cache the Items as they do not change on the server. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Which three methods are defined by the ItemPricingCalculator interface? 

A. getPrice 
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B. priceEachItem 

C. priceItem 

D. priceOrder 

E. priceSku 

F. priceItems 

Correct Answer: BCF 

ItemPricingCalculator Interface 

atg.commerce.pricing.ItemPricingCalculator modifies the price of a CommerceItem. 

A calculator\\'s priceItem, priceEachItem, or priceItems method is invoked by the corresponding method of the same
name on the pricing engine. The calculator\\'s priceItem method modifies the input priceObjects according to the current
pricing context. The specific way in which the calculator modifies an item price varies according to individual
implementations. 

 

QUESTION 4

What is the name of the property in the customer profile that contains a list of PromotionStatus Repository Items? 

A. customerPromotions 

B. activePromotions 

C. globalPromotions 

D. usedPromotions 

Correct Answer: B 

A customer\\'s profile has an activePromotions property that contains a list of PromotionStatus RepositoryItems. 

 

QUESTION 5

Examine this scenario: 

*

 Joe adds an existing asset to a new project. 

*

 You add the same asset to a different project 

*

 Joe edits his working version of the asset and deploys his project. 
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*

 The assets in Joe\\'s project are checked in and constitute a new base version of those assets. 

What is the expected default behavior of the BCC? 

A. You must resolve the conflict before a production deployment can be made. 

B. Your project will need to be started over again as there is a version conflict. 

C. You can deploy your project to production but you must resolve the conflict before you can check your changes in. 

D. The deployment will start but will not complete throwing a version mismatch exception that needs to be resolved by
the administrators. 

E. Joe will not be able to use the same asset in a different project. 

Correct Answer: A 

Asset Version Numbering 

The versioning system maintains two types of version numbers: 

Base version number: The latest checked-in version of the asset. When an asset is created, its initial base version
number is 1. 

Potential version number: The version number that is conditionally assigned to each checked-out version of an asset. 

When you add an asset to a project, the system assigns it a potential version number. When the project checks in its
asset, the system converts the potential version number to the new base version. If another project checked in the same
asset earlier, the system assigns the next available number to the new base version. 

 

QUESTION 6

The default Task for a merchandiser in ATG workflow after production deployment is complete is____________. 

A. Verify Production Deployment 

B. Approve Production Deployment 

C. Close Project 

D. Revert Deployment 

E. Commit updates 

Correct Answer: A 

The default Manage Commerce Assets workflow includes the following tasks: 

Author Content Review Approve for Production Deployment Wait for Production Deployment Completion Verify
Production Deployment 
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QUESTION 7

How does a component in the ATG Commerce fulfillment module verify that it has privileges to edit a specific part of an
order? 

A. It uses the CheckPrincipal component. 

B. It uses the Fulfillment Pipeline Manager component. 

C. It does not perform such verification. 

D. It uses the ATG Security Manager Component. 

Correct Answer: C 

Flow of control defines which components have privileges to edit different parts of the order. The basic premise is that
once a component has control over a part of the order, only this component should edit this part of the order. 

ATG Commerce does not verify that a component has the privileges to edit a specific part of an order. ATG Commerce
does not perform this verification because if the system is distributed, orders might be modified with a different system. 

 

QUESTION 8

What is the best way to display the contents of an open parameter in a Custom Droplet? 

A. Use the getParameter to get the open parameter and print it out in the droplet. 

B. Use the request.render method to render the open parameter. 

C. Use the response.redirect method to redirect to the JSP fragement in the open parameter 

D. Use the request.serviceParameter method to render the open parameter. 

Correct Answer: D 

Although it is possible to pass open parameters to ATG servlet beans, those parameters should not be read with the
standard getParameter() method. In fact, it is unlikely that your ATG servlet bean wants to see the actual value of an
open parameter. In most situations, an ATG servlet bean wants to output the value of an open parameter. To do this,
use the serviceParameter method of the request. 

Example: request.serviceParameter ("storename", request, response); 

 

QUESTION 9

How many current and saved orders does ATG allow a user profile to have? 

A. ATG allows one current order and one saved order per user profile. 

B. ATG allows one current order and a collection of saved orders per user profile. 

C. ATG allows multiple current orders and a collection of saved orders per user profile. 

D. Only one order can exist for a Give user profile in ATG. There is no support for saved orders. 
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Correct Answer: B 

Note: loadShoppingCarts 

public void loadShoppingCarts(RepositoryItem pProfile, 

OrderHolder pShoppingCart) 

throws CommerceException 

Parameters: 

pProfile - the user profile 

pShoppingCart - the OrderHolder component for this user Throws: 

CommerceException - is any errors occur while loading the shopping carts 

This method finds all the shopping carts for the user and places them into the session-scope OrderHolder component.
"Shopping Carts" are defined to be orders whose state is INCOMPLETE. The orders are sorted by last activity date,
and 

the last order touched is made the current order. This method will optionally merge the current shopping cart for the
session (from the OrderHolder.current property) with the first persistent order loaded from the database. This
functionality is 

toggeled through the mergeOrders property of this form handler. NOTE: This method used to acquire a transaction lock,
but we\\'ve found deadlock issues and have decided to remove the locks. See bug 146012. This method now performs
its 

actions without a lock. 

 

QUESTION 10

In order to ensure versioning integrity, a deploying project obtains exclusive locks on its assets when deployment starts.
What is the effect of these locks? 

A. Until a project\\'s asset looks are released, other projects that share those assets cannot add the asset to the project. 

B. Until a project\\'s asset locks are released, other projects that share those assets cannot he in author mode and are
shown as locked in the BCC UI. 

C. Until a project\\'s asset locks are released, other projects that share those Assets cannot deploy. 

D. It is a database lock and has no effect on the UI. Other projects will net a concurrent update exception it a database
save is issued for the shared assets. 

Correct Answer: C 

In order to ensure versioning integrity, a deploying project obtains exclusive locks on its assets when deployment starts.
It releases those locks only after deployment is complete and project assets are checked in, or when the deployment is
reverted. Until a project\\'s asset locks are released, other projects that share those assets cannot deploy. 
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QUESTION 11

Which statement about Importing or exporting ATG promotions is true? 

A. Promotions can be imported only into the Asset Management instance of ATG. 

B. PromotionImportExportintegrator must be used to map the ATG Commerce Promotions with your external system. 

C. The list of promotions exported is controlled by either providing the list of IDs of the promotions to be exported OR by
providing an RQL query that returns the required list. 

D. You can import only PMDL version 2 (ATG 10 promotions) with the ATG Promotions Import/Export API. 

E. Import or Export Closeness Qualifiers is not supported by the ATG Promotions Import/Export API. 

Correct Answer: C 

atg.commerce.promotion, Class PromotionImportExport 

This is the main class for the Promotions Import Export API. It enables integrators to import and export promotions. To
import promotions the call sequence is, startImportExportSession, importPromotion (once for each promotion to import) 

and endImportExportSession. To do an export the call is either exportPromotionsById or
exportPromotionsByRQLQuery. 

Note: If Oracle ATG Web Commerce is not your usual tool for creating and maintaining promotions, you will need to
import promotions you create in your external system into Commerce for pricing purposes. 

Commerce includes an API that allows you to build custom code for this purpose. 

If you are using promotions templates, importing promotions is as simple as specifying which template to use and the
placeholder values. If you are not using templates, you must first build the PMDL for your promotions. 

Note 2: The promotions import/export API relies mainly on the following two components: 

*

 /atg/commerce/promotion/PromotionImportExport--The main component used for importing and exporting promotions 

*

 /atg/epub/PublishingWorkflowAutomator--Used automatically when you import promotions into a versioned repository;
you should never need to call this component yourself 

 

QUESTION 12

What is the role of the allocateItemRelQuantity chain? 

A. to mark Shipping group as shipped 

B. to purchase items from pre-order, back order, or regular stock using inventory 

C. to reorganize Items across shipping groups 

D. to allocate items related to the quantity on hand 
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Correct Answer: B 

Note: The allocateItemRelQuantity chain is executed when called by the allocateItemRelationship chain. 

allocateItemRelQuantityChain This processor executes the allocateItemRelQuantity chain. After execution, execution of
this chain then stops. Transactional mode: TX_MANDATORY Nucleus component:
/atg/commerce/fulfillment/processor/AllocateItemRelQuantityChain PipelineProcessor object:
atg.commerce.pricing.processor.ProcSendScenarioEvent Transitions: None. This is the last link in the chain and causes
the PipelineManager to return to the caller. 

 

QUESTION 13

You\\'ve made the following category assignments to your catalogs. 

Which categories will be displayed if a call is made on allRootCategories on catalog B? 

Catalog A: 

rootCategories = category1, category2 

Catalog B: 

rootCategories = category3, category4 

rootSubCatalogs = CatalogA 

A. category1, category2, category3, catcgory4 

B. category3, category4 only 

C. category3, category4 are included, category1 and category2 may be included based on configuration of catalog B. 

D. category3, category4 are included, category1 and category2 may be included based on configuration of Catalog A. 

Correct Answer: A 

allRootCategories lists of all the root categories in the catalog, including the allRootCategories in the rootSubCatalogs.
This is used for display purposes. 

Note: Displaying Root Categories 

Typically, a catalog home page displays a list of root categories. Unlike other categories, root categories cannot be
found through the childCategories property of other categories. Root categories are those that appear in the
allRootCategories property of the user\\'s catalog. 

 

QUESTION 14

Identify three key features of Oracle ATG Web Commerce Platform\\'s B2C Commerce module. 

A. LiveHelp 

B. Abandoned Cart 
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C. Recovery Purchasing Workflow Management such as support for Purchase Orders and Approvals 

D. Pricing and Order engines 

E. Scheduled Orders 

Correct Answer: BCD 

Note B2C: Business-To-Consumer. A transaction that occurs between a company and a consumer, as opposed to a
transaction between companies (called B2B). The term may also describe a company that provides goods or services
for consumers. 

 

QUESTION 15

In an ATG multisite installation, identify three strategies that ATG employs to determine request is associated with. 

A. sticky session based 

B. sticky site parameter based 

C. domain based 

D. path based 

E. configuration File 

Correct Answer: BCD 

A multisite application must be able to quickly determine what site a given request is associated with. To this end, the
ATG platform supports two main URL management strategies: 

*

 In a domain-based strategy(C) 

*

 In a path-based strategy (D) 

B: RequestParameterRuleFilter checks the request URL for two query parameters: 

*

 pushSite is set to a site ID, which is returned by the rule filter\\'s filter() method. 

*

 stickySite, if set to setSite, makes the pushSite-specified site sticky for the current session. Unless licitly reset or unset,
the sticky site is used for all subsequent requests during that session. 

Note: RequestParameterRuleFilter 

Based on the class atg.multisite.PushedSiteParamFilter, the component /atg/multisite/ 

RequestParameterRuleFilter is the first rule filter to execute. This filter processes request query parameters that set the
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current site, and specify it as a sticky site that persists throughout the session of that request. 
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